2017—Build Season Week 5

February 12, 2017

rage robotics
Build Season Week 5
With Week 5 came some genuine snow to the Tolland area limiting our
meeting days once again. Perhaps Mother Nature could limit snow to
before January 7 or after February 22? Despite the snow, the team
managed to make good progress and by the end of day Saturday the
robot was almost ready to drive. Next Saturday is our one and only
preseason event—Suffield Shakedown—hosted by ACES High in
Suffield. This is a great event to gauge our progress and help us to
identify just what we need to get done. Following the event we have
only 3 days before we need to bag and tag the robot!
Here’s a brief recap of this year’s challenge: This year’s game, STEAMWORKS, has 3-team alliances working together to gather gears (about 11” diameter and 2” thick) and fuel (5” diameter balls). The fuel is shot into a boiler about
8’ above the ground and the gears are placed on a hook near the airship which 2 pilots (human players) load to
start the airship rotors. During the final 30 seconds of the match, the robots then race to the airship, latch onto
ropes that hang from the airship and climb the rope in preparation for takeoff! The FRC video for this year’s challenge can be found at 2017 FRC Kickoff Video (The video is about 18 minutes – the game simulation starts around

Build Subgroup
With time running out in this year’s build season the build subgroup has been busy. This week they were hard
at work mounting parts on the robot: wheels, gears, sprockets, gear boxes, and motors. They also worked on
assembling this year’s bumpers and finishing up the battery box.

The Build Subgroup installs the wheels and
gear boxes. The group then moves on to
building the bumpers - Garrett performs surgery on a previous year’s bumper, Nick and
Jack grind down the screws and a group goes
on a search for screws and brackets.
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Team members and mentors
collaborate ensuring the guides
for the shooter are spaced correctly and the pre-drilled holes for
the bearings are sized properly.

CADD Subgroup
This week the CADD group worked on the final design for our hopper. They also finished designs for the ball elevator,
shooter and ball shredder (agitator). The design for the gear catcher was ready and the subgroup was working on
lining up someone who could fabricate the aluminum parts.

Collin and Robert discuss sizing
the drawings and printing options
while Sonika and Kalina finalize
drawings for the shredder and
hopper.

Electronics Subgroup

“What can I
say, my dance
moves are
dangerous”
-Will
(overhead after a
few hours in the
RAGE room.

Electronics was hard at work this week stripping and crimping wires. They also prepared some basic wiring to put on the robot and cut out a slot to mount the battery.
By the end of the day Saturday, all of the large electrical components were installed
and the motors for the drive wheels were wired to the controllers.

Safety Subgroup
With the snow day on Thursday, the team missed out on our
weekly Safety Tip however, the safety subgroup was busy this
week repairing the cart that is used at competitions to move the
robot.
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Pneumatics Subgroup
The Pneumatics subgroup ran a test to see how many times a set of pistons could be switched with one air reservoir.
They will be using the pistons to control the release of the gear from the gear catcher. The group connected a compressor, air reservoir, pressure gauge, and pressure valve. They also added regulators to control air flow to the solenoids and
pistons. After getting everything hooked up, they tested to see how many times they could activate the pistons with a fully
charged reservoir in order to decide whether we should have the compressor on the robot so it can refill during the match
or if we would have enough air to charge it before each match and save some space having the compressor off of the robot. They determined it can discharge 6 – 7 times on a full charge.

Mr. Bush and the Pneumatics group set up and test what one charged air reservoir can do.

Programming Subgroup
The programming subgroup worked on coding the green LED camera
with GRIP, a vision processing program that can calculate distances and
alignment using retro-reflective tape. During the matches, there will be
retro-reflective tape on both sides of the spike that the robot sets the
gear on as well as just below the boiler opening where the robots will
be shooting the fuel into. With the coding that the programmers are
working on, the robot will be able to use the LED light to automatically
adjust the robot’s positioning for both gear placement and shooting the
fuel.

Spirit/Social Media Subgroup
This week, the Spirit group made more buttons in preparation for our first competition. The group will also be working
on sprucing up the hopper that will be used to hold all of the “fuel” that the robot collects before shooting. The final
design should be ready to unveil next week….

On behalf of Rage Robotics we would like to
extend a big thanks to Mrs. Dos Santos and
Mrs. Poulos for bringing in breakfast and
snacks at this past Saturday’s meeting!

Also check us out on:
Facebook (RAGE Robotics)
Instagram (ragerobotics173)

As we move forward, the groups will be finalizing the designs and putting on the finishing
touches. See below for more information on
Suffield Shakedown.

or
Twitter (@RAGE173).

Stop build day countdown:
10 days!!

Suffield Shakedown—February 18, 2017
Each year, ACES High in Suffield hosts a preseason event that allows the teams to test out
their robots in a competition-like environment. Just like in a regular competition, there
are 3 vs. 3 matches that run approximately 2½
minutes. Actual durations may vary and the
teams work out the kinks as the days go on. It
is a fantastic way to gauge our progress, get a
feel for the field elements and get excited for
the season!

Members of last year’s team at Suffield Shakedown .

